Doxorubicin-loaded protease-activated near-infrared fluorescent polymeric nanoparticles for imaging and therapy of cancer
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Introduction: Despite significant progress in the field of oncology, cancer remains one of the leading causes of death. Chemotherapy is one of the most common treatment options for cancer patients but is well known to result in off-target toxicity. Theranostic nanomedicines that integrate diagnostic and therapeutic functions within an all-in-one platform can increase tumor selectivity for more effective chemotherapy and aid in diagnosis and monitoring of therapeutic responses.

Material and methods: In this work, theranostic nanoparticles were synthesized with commonly used biocompatible and biodegradable polymers and used as cancer contrast and therapeutic agents for optical imaging and treatment of breast cancer. These core–shell nanoparticles were prepared by nanoprecipitation of blends of the biodegradable and biocompatible amphiphilic copolymers poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid)-b-poly-l-lysine and poly(lactic acid)-b-poly(ethylene glycol). Poly-l-lysine in the first copolymer was covalently decorated with near-infrared fluorescent Alexa Fluor 750 molecules.

Results: The spherical nanoparticles had an average size of 60–80 nm. The chemotherapeutic drug doxorubicin was encapsulated in the core of nanoparticles at a loading of 3% (w:w) and controllably released over a period of 30 days. A 33-fold increase in near-infrared fluorescence, mediated by protease-mediated cleavage of the Alexa Fluor 750-labeled poly-l-lysine on the surface of the nanoparticles, was observed upon interaction with the model protease trypsin. The cytocompatibility of drug-free nanoparticles and growth inhibition of drug-loaded nanoparticles on MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells were investigated with a luminescence cell-viability assay. Drug-free nanoparticles were found to cause minimal toxicity, even at high concentrations (0.2–2,000 µg/mL), while doxorubicin-loaded nanoparticles significantly reduced cell viability at drug concentrations > 10 µM. Finally, the interaction of the nanoparticles with breast cancer cells was studied utilizing fluorescence microscopy, demonstrating the potential of the nanoparticles to act as near-infrared fluorescence optical imaging agents and drug-delivery carriers.

Conclusion: Doxorubicin-loaded, enzymatically activatable nanoparticles of less than 100 nm were prepared successfully by nanoprecipitation of copolymer blends. These nanoparticles were found to be suitable as controlled drug delivery systems and contrast agents for imaging of cancer cells.
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Introduction

Despite great progress in prevention, detection, and treatment modalities, cancer remains one of the most common and deadly diseases worldwide and is the second-leading cause of mortality of all Americans.¹ Breast cancer is the most commonly diagnosed cancer in women and the second-leading cause of cancer deaths in women worldwide.² Specifically, breast cancer represents 30% of all new cancer cases in the
US. The American Cancer Society estimated that in the US in 2017 there would be over 250,000 new cases and over 40,000 people would die of this disease. The most common cancer treatment methods for breast cancer are surgery, chemotherapy, radiation therapy, hormone therapy, or antibody-based therapy, with the preferred treatment being surgery followed by chemotherapy. The most common chemotherapeutic drugs used for early breast cancer are anthracyclines (doxorubicin and epirubicin) and taxanes (paclitaxel and docetaxel). Chemotherapy often causes systemic toxicity-related side effects, due to aspecific biodistribution and activity. Further, half of all chemotherapy patients develop drug resistance, a situation that also leads to treatment failure. For this reason, efforts to develop alternative chemotherapy treatments have focused on designing nanoscale agents that are more specific against cancer cells to minimize toxic side effects and improve therapeutic efficacy. The use of nanoscale agents enhances tumor selectivity via passive and active targeting.

The combination of therapeutic and diagnostic agents within a single nanoscale “theranostic” platform offers significant potential to make personalized nanomedicine a clinical reality for cancer patients. The biodistribution, pharmacokinetics, and tumor accumulation of theranostic nanoparticles (NPs) can be monitored while at the same time enabling a therapeutic response and obtaining information about the biological characteristics of the tumor tissue (eg, protease overexpression, which is known to be related to tumor aggression and therapeutic outcome). Clinicians can then make decisions about dosage, frequency, drug choice, and treatment strategies by tracking therapeutic responses. Theranostic nanomedicines can be monitored by noninvasive molecular imaging techniques, including those based on optical imaging. Optical imaging offers many advantages over other imaging techniques, because it is generally safer and considerably simpler, and it can be used to monitor the progression of cancer and the effectiveness of treatment over time. Optical imaging using fluorescent probes has been preclinically and clinically used for imaging of superficial tissue, tissue that can be accessed endoscopically or laparoscopically, internal tissue imaging during surgical procedures (intraoperative fluorescence imaging or fluorescence-guided surgery), and ex vivo analysis of diseased tissue after in vivo probe administration. Specifically, clinical fluorescence imaging has been readily used for imaging of tissue perfusion, fluorescence-guided surgery, sentinel lymph-node mapping and general lymphography, detection of pre-malignant/malignant lesions (ClinicalTrials.gov: NCT01972373), and tumor identification and margin detection, among other applications. Several fluorescence-imaging systems, including the SPY system from Novadaq Technologies, and fluorescent contrast agents, including indocyanine green, methyl blue, and fluorescein, have been US Food and Drug Administration-approved for clinical use, boding well for the translational future of fluorescence-based theranostic nanomedicines.

Theranostic NPs are considered the future of medicine, allowing for less invasive imaging, detection, and therapy. These NPs can be used for diagnosis or investigation of disease characteristics, followed by therapy with personalized strategies likely to be effective to a given patient, or for administering therapy and monitoring early response to treatment. Theranostic NPs have found wide application not only in cancer treatment but also inflammatory/autoimmune disease, neurodegenerative diseases, diabetes, and lung and cardiovascular afflictions. Various types of theranostic NPs based on organic and inorganic materials have been developed over the last decade for imaging and treating cancer, including quantum dots, carbon nanotubes, and gold, silica, iron oxide, and polymer NPs. Due to their biocompatibility and diversity, polymer-based theranostic NPs have become some of the most intensely studied platforms for image-guided therapy. Polymer-based theranostic systems developed to date include polymer conjugates, nanocapsules, polymericosomes, dendrimers, hydrogels, micelles, and NPs.

Doxorubicin (Dox) has been used for treatment of several different types of cancer, such as leukemia, lung, breast, stomach, ovarian, and soft-tissue sarcoma. Dox intercalates into base pairs of DNA, and localizes in the minor groove of the double helix. The progression of the enzyme topoisomerase II, which winds DNA for transcription, is inhibited by Dox intercalation. To reduce the systemic toxicity of Dox caused by its conventional administration, it has been encapsulated within PEGylated liposomes to make it more targetable for tumors. Dox is inherently fluorescent, due to its central anthracylated liposomes group. Dox distribution in tissue or cells can thus be viewed under fluorescence-imaging systems in the visible range. Dox is inherently fluorescent, due to its central anthracylated liposomes group. Dox distribution in tissue or cells can thus be viewed under fluorescence-imaging systems in the visible range. However, absorption and emission interference between Dox and biological chromophores, such as hemoglobin, oxyhemoglobin, and melanin, hamper Dox’s efficiency as an imaging agent for tumor diagnosis and monitoring, especially in vivo. This is the main reason that other imaging agents, such as those with near-infrared (NIR) capabilities, need to be used to monitor tumor location and response to Dox treatment.

In this work, we prepared theranostic NPs for NIR imaging and Dox delivery to the highly invasive MDA-MB-231...
ductal carcinoma cells. This cell line is known as triple-negative, because both estrogen and progesterone hormone receptors and HER2 show minimal–no expression. Triple-negative cancer cells do not respond to hormonal or HER2-receptor-targeted therapies, because these hormones do not support their growth. This cell line thereby represents a more aggressive, higher-grade, and more likely recurrent tumor type than other types of breast cancer.49,50

Our theranostic NPs are designed in such a way that NIR-fluorescence contrast is activated by proteolytic enzymes that are overexpressed in tumor tissue. High levels of proteases are involved in progression and tumor growth at both primary and metastatic sites. Tumor margins secrete high amounts of proteases to degrade the basement membrane and extracellular matrix and open up more space for tumor growth.51–54 Peptide-based NIR-fluorescence-imaging probes have been studied broadly as targeting optical probes for image-guided drug delivery and for monitoring of drug pharmacokinetics, distribution, and tumor accumulation in real time.55 These probes can interact with proteases overexpressed by tumors, such as cathepsins, MMPs, and trypsin.56–60 Serine proteases, such as trypsin, are associated with such diseases as cancer and atherosclerosis. Trypsin specifically is known to participate in colorectal carcinogenesis, where it is critical for cancer-cell proliferation and metastasis.61,62 Highly invasive metastatic breast carcinoma cell lines secrete overexpressed trypsin enzymes, leading to autocrine activation of cell-surface PAR2.63 PAR2 is overexpressed in a variety of breast cancer cells, such as MDA-MB-231, and causes cell growth, migration, and invasion.64–66

Here, we focus on the development and evaluation of theranostic NPs that can be easily synthesized with commonly used, biocompatible, and biodegradable polymers, and that can be controlled to provide imaging contrast and exert a therapeutic effect to treat breast cancer. Based on our prior work on the synthesis of enzymatically activated NIR fluorescent nanoprobes,67 in this work NPs with a core–shell structure (Figure 1) were prepared by nanoprecipitation of amphiphilic block-copolymer blends. The hydrophobic core was used to load the chemotherapeutic agent Dox free base (Dox-FB) for drug delivery. The core was made of the biodegradable and biocompatible polymers poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) and poly(lactic acid) (PLA). NP surfaces contained the hydrophilic polymers poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG).

![Diagram of nanoparticle structure](image)

**Figure 1** General structure of nanoparticles and their function as contrast and therapeutic agents.

**Notes:** Nanoparticles were prepared via nanoprecipitation of copolymer blends. The NIR-fluorescence AF750 molecules in the PLGA-PLL-AF750 copolymer were initially quenched, due to close packing. These molecules become fluorescent when PLL chains were cleaved enzymatically by tumor-overexpressed proteases. Drug was encapsulated in the nanoparticle core and released over time to the tumor.

**Abbreviations:** AF750, Alexa Fluor 750; NIR, near-infrared; PEG, poly(ethylene glycol); PLA, poly(lactic acid); PLGA, poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid); PLL, poly-L-lysine.
and protease-cleavable polypeptide poly-l-lysine (PLL). The polypeptide was used as a site for conjugation of NIR fluorescent Alexa Fluor 750 (AF750) for imaging of tumor cells. The densely decorated NIR-fluorescent molecules self-quench on the NP surface, providing a means for enzymatically controlled fluorescence development in cancerous tissue through the action of tumor proteases. The synthesis and characterization of copolymers, conjugation of NIR dye on polypeptide, drug loading and release, and characterization of NPs, as well as in vitro evaluation of the function of the NPs as imaging and therapeutic agents, are described.

Materials and methods

Materials

Carboxylic acid-terminated PLGA copolymer (PLGA-COOH) was bought from Corbion (Amsterdam, the Netherlands). The PLGA-COOH was 17 kDa in molecular weight (MW) and composed of 50:50 d,l-lactide:glycolide molar ratio. Heterofunctional PEG (OH-PEG-COOH) of 5 kDa molecular weight was obtained from Laysan Bio (Arab, AL, USA). Heterofunctional PEG methyl ether (OH-PEG-OCH3, MW 5 kDa), PLL hydrobromide (MW 3.8 kDa), poly-D-lysine (PDL) hydrobromide (MW 3.8 kDa), N-α-tosyl-l-lysine chloromethyl ketone hydrochloride (TLCK), N,N′-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC), trypsin solution from porcine pancreas (10000 units/mL), bovine serum, 1% HEPES, and 1% penicillin–streptomycin were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection. MDA-MB-231 human mammary adenocarcinoma cells were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection. Cells were grown in DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 1% HEPES, and 1% penicillin–streptomycin in a 37°C humidified incubator with a 5% CO2 and 95% air atmosphere.

Synthesis of PLA-PEG-COOH and PLA-PEG-OCH3

PLA-PEG copolymers were synthesized via ring-opening polymerization of lactide. d,l-Lactide and carboxylated or methoxylated PEG were reacted in the presence of stannous octoate as a catalyst and toluene as a solvent at 110°C for 16 hours, as previously described.6 Copolymers were recovered by precipitation in diethyl ether twice more. The polymer was then freeze-dried and stored desiccated at −25°C for later use. The synthesis scheme is shown in Figure 2.
Synthesis of PLGA-PLL

PLGA-PLL was prepared by carbodiimide-mediated conjugation of PLGA-COOH and PLL. PLGA-COOH (0.5 g), DCC (0.062 g), and NHS (0.035 g) (PLGA:NHS:DCC molar ratio of 1:10:10) were dissolved in 4 mL DMF and reacted for 4 hours while stirring under argon to activate PLGA-COOH into the amine-reactive NHS ester. Activated PLGA-NHS was reacted with 0.121 g PLL in methanol in the presence of 8.43 µL TEA (PLGA:PLL:TEA molar ratio of 1:1:2) for 24 hours at room temperature. Figure 3 details the conjugation of PLGA-PLL. An identical method was utilized for the preparation of PLGA-PDL, which was used as a non-protease-labile control in this work. Copolymers were recovered by precipitation in deionized (DI) water and centrifuging. The polymer pellet was then dissolved in acetone, precipitated in water, and centrifuged twice more to remove unbound water-soluble PLL and remaining byproducts. The resulting polymers were then freeze-dried and stored at -25°C.

Conjugation of fluorescent dye to PLGA-PLL copolymer

PLGA-PLL copolymer (6.25 mg) was dissolved in 125 µL DMF. A mass of 0.3 mg AF750 NIR fluorescent dye in 300 µL DMF was added to the copolymer solution in the presence of 13.25 µL TEA (PLGA:PLL:TEA molar ratio of 1:1:2) for 24 hours at room temperature. The theoretical feed molar ratio of AF750/PLLA is 2.5. AF750 NHS ester reacts with primary amines on PLL, forming stable amide bonds. PLGA-PLL-AF750 polymer conjugate was purified by three cycles of precipitation in ice-cold methanol and dissolution in acetone to remove unbound AF750, and then dried under vacuum. An identical method was used for fluorescence labeling of PLGA-PDL, which acted as a inactivable fluorescence control in our studies.

Preparation of NPs

For preparation of drug-loaded NPs, Dox HCl was converted to its hydrophobic FB form utilizing a method adopted from the literature. Dox HCl was dispersed in 12.5% v:v methanol in acetone and deprotonated using TEA (1:5 molar ratio of Dox to TEA) at 3.5 mg/mL. After overnight reaction, the resulting clear-orange solution of Dox-FB was evaporated and freeze-dried.

NPs loaded with Dox-FB and labeled with AF750 (Dox-FB-AF750 NPs) were prepared by nanoprecipitation of blends of PLGA-PLL-AF750/PLGA-PDL-AF750, PLA-PEG-COOH, PLA-PEG-OCH₃, and Dox-FB. Dox-FB was dissolved in DMSO at 3.5 mg/mL. Each of the three copolymers was dissolved in acetone separately at 50 mg/mL. The polymer blend (187.5 µL, including 125 µL PLGA-PLL-AF750, 31.25 µL PLA-PEG-COOH, and 31.25 µL PLA-PEG-OCH₃) and Dox-FB solution (141 µL) were combined with acetone (500 µL) and methanol (86 µL). The final polymer concentration was 10.25 mg/mL in the organic phase. The mixed solution (mass ratio of PLGA-PLL-AF750:PLA-PEG-COOH:PLA-PEG-OCH₃ 4:1:1) was then added dropwise to 3.75 mL stirring aqueous solution of 10 mg/mL BSA to enable NP formation via nanoprecipitation. Dox-FB-only NPs (no AF750) and blank NPs (no Dox-FB, no AF750) were also prepared as described, but utilizing PLGA-PLL (or PLGA-PDL for inactivable controls) instead of the fluorescently labeled copolymer and replacing Dox-FB solution with the equivalent volume of DMSO for the latter case.

NPs were centrifuged at 74,200 g for an hour at 10°C and washed five times with 10 mg/mL BSA in DI water. BSA was used as a stabilizer to minimize NP aggregation during centrifugation. The NP pellet was resuspended with PBS after the last centrifugation for further studies. The size of NPs was determined using DLS with appropriate dispersant parameters.

Figure 2 Synthesis of PLA-PEG copolymers. Abbreviations: PEG, poly(ethylene glycol); PLGA, poly(lactic acid).
(viscosity and refractive index of 10 mg/mL BSA, 1 mg/mL BSA, or PBS for unwashed and washed/redispersed NPs). The stability of NPs over time in PBS and in serum was evaluated by DLS. For this purpose, NPs were suspended in PBS and then 100 µL NP suspension was diluted in PBS and/or serum as appropriate to prepare samples with final concentrations of 0, 10%, 20%, and 90% FBS. Samples were then stored at room temperature (22°C) or 37°C for 4 days.

Figure 3 Synthesis of PLGA-PLL copolymer.
Abbreviations: PLGA, poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid); PLL, poly-l-lysine.
The ζ-potential of the NPs was determined using laser Doppler microelectrophoresis with the Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS. This technique is used to measure the movement of charged particles in an electric field. Particle mobility is determined from the known applied electric field and measured particle velocity. The ζ-potential is then calculated from mobility using the Smoluchowski model.\(^1\) For ζ-potential measurements, a few drops of aqueous NP suspension were added to 1 mL 1 mM potassium chloride (KCl). A dip-cell electrode was then used to determine the ζ-potential of NPs.

The size and morphology of NPs were examined by TEM, SEM, and AFM. For TEM imaging, NP suspensions were dried on carbon-coated 200-mesh copper grids and stained with 2% aqueous uranyl acetate. For SEM imaging, a drop of NP suspension was dried on a silicon wafer. NPs were then coated with iridium (2 nm thickness) before SEM imaging. Samples were prepared for AFM by placing a drop of the NP suspension onto freshly cleaved mica.

### Loading percentage of Dox within NPs

NPs were first frozen at −86°C and freeze-dried with a Labconco FreeZone lyophilizer. Drug loading and entrapment efficiency of Dox-FB in NPs were determined via fluorescence spectroscopy using a BioTek H4 multimode plate reader (λ\textsubscript{Ex} 500 nm, λ\textsubscript{Em} 600 nm). A known mass of freeze-dried NPs was dissolved in a known volume of DMSO. For determination of drug-loading percentage, the concentration and mass of Dox in NPs were determined based on a standard curve of Dox in DMSO. Drug loading was determined utilizing Equation 1:

\[
\text{Drug loading%} = \frac{\text{Mass of Dox in NPs}}{\text{Mass of NPs}} \times 100
\]

### Enzymatic activation of NP fluorescence

Dox-loaded AF750-labeled NPs were diluted in PBS to a tenth the concentration of the NP stock (0.2 mg/mL, value based on the known mass of NPs after freeze-drying). The BioTek H4 multimode plate reader was used to determine the fluorescent enhancement of the NPs (λ\textsubscript{Ex}, 740 nm, λ\textsubscript{Em} 780 nm). Four repetitions were done for each sample. A volume of 50 µL 0.2 mg/mL NPs was mixed with 40 µL PBS and 30 µL 10× trypsin (25 mg/mL). Fluorescence development was recorded at specific intervals for up to 4 hours. Controls included NPs that were incubated with PBS buffer (10 mM) in the absence of a protease, as well as NPs exposed to trypsin together with the protease inhibitor TLCK (1:1 molar ratio of trypsin to TLCK). Fluorescence readings were normalized with respect to the control consisting of NPs exposed to PBS only. The same study was carried out with NPs contained PLGA-PDL instead of PLGA-PLL as a control to show lack of fluorescent development based on trypsin’s lack of activity on PDL. Paired two-tailed t-tests were used to determine statistical differences between individual conditions and the control (NPs exposed to PBS).

### In vitro drug-release study

Drug (Dox) release from NPs was studied using a dialysis method. A D-Tube dialyzer mini (MW cutoff 12–14 kDa; EMD Millipore) tubes were filled with 180 µL 2 mg/mL NP suspension (actual mass of Dox in NPs was 0.28 mg), based on loading and determination of the known mass of NPs after freeze-drying. Dialyzer tubes were immersed in 5 mL PBS buffer solution (release medium, pH 7.4) at 37°C and stirred continuously at 200 rpm using an OptiMag Plus hot-plate stirrer with a round dry block for 20 mL scintillation vials. Four independent replicates were used for each sample. Dox HCl solution in DI water at the same concentration of Dox-FB in NPs was used as control to show the rapid diffusion of a dissolved (uncapsulated) molecule of similar size and properties to Dox-FB across the dialysis membranes utilized. Aliquots (120 µL) of the release medium were collected for analysis at different time intervals and replaced with 120 µL PBS buffer at 37°C. Dox-FB NP-release runs were continued for 30 days, while those of Dox HCl were stopped at 24 hours, when complete dialysis was visually observed.

Release samples were stored at −25°C until the end of the study. At the end of the study, the samples remaining in the dialyzer tubes were freeze-dried and dissolved in DMSO. The fluorescence of Dox in the release samples and NPs in dialyzer tubes was read with the BioTek H4 multimode plate reader at λ\textsubscript{Ex} 500 nm and λ\textsubscript{Em} 600 nm. The mass released at each time point was determined using a standard calibration curve.

### Determination of NP cytocompatibility

The CellTiter-Glo luminescence assay was used for determination of NP cytocompatibility. MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells were cultivated in complete DMEM (including 10% FBS) at 37°C and 5% CO\(_2\). For these studies, cells were seeded in black clear-bottom 96-well plates (Falcon 353219) at a density of 7,500 cells/well with 100 µL complete medium. After 36 hours of incubation to provide sufficient
time for the cells to adhere to the plates, the growth medium was replaced with suspensions of blank NPs (NPs free of Dox or AF750) in the concentration range of 0.02–2.000 µg/mL and cells incubated for 72 hours. Cells cultured in complete media without NPs represented the positive viability control (+), and cell-free wells with serum-free medium were used as the negative control (−). After the period of exposure, media were replaced with 100 µL CellTiter-Glo luminescence mixture. This mixture was prepared by dissolving the lyophilized CellTiter-Glo substrate (one vial) in CellTiter-Glo Buffer (100 mL), as specified by the manufacturer. The mixture was diluted 1:5 with Tris buffer (250 mM Tris, 27 mM KCl, 1.37 M NaCl, 10% glycerol, 1% Triton X-100) before use in the cells. The 96-well plate was mixed for 2 minutes on a shaker, and after a 10-minute incubation at 37°C, the emitted luminescence was detected using the BioTek H4. Luminescence (λ_{em} 540/35 nm) of six repeat wells for each concentration were read. Paired two-tailed t-tests were used to determine statistical differences between individual conditions and the control (cells incubated in full media).

**Determination of NP-induced growth inhibition**

Cell-growth inhibition induced by Dox-NPs was determined with the CellTiter-Glo luminescence assay. MDA-MB-231 cells were plated at 7,500 cells/well in black clear-bottom 96-well plates with 100 µL complete cell-culture medium. After 36 hours of incubation, the time necessary to enable cells to adhere fully to the surface of these plates, the growth medium was replaced with suspensions of Dox-FB NPs in a drug-concentration range of 0.001–100 µM and cells incubated for 72 hours. Dox-FB (1% DMSO) and Dox HCl solutions in a concentration range of 0.001–100 µM were also used as controls for the growth-inhibition study. For dilution of Dox-FB, 1% DMSO in media was used to maintain DMSO content constant at different concentrations, since this form of the drug is not directly soluble in aqueous solutions. Cells cultured without NPs/drug in complete media and cells without NPs/drug in complete media containing 1% DMSO were the positive (+) controls for the Dox HCl and Dox-FB solution studies, respectively. Cell-free wells with serum-free medium were used as negative control (−). Viability was determined with luminescence assays. Data were fit to a four-parameter dose–response curve in GraphPad Prism 7.0 software. The equations of the regression curves were utilized to estimate GI_{50}.

**Investigation of NP–cell interaction**

MDA-MB-231 cells were plated on eight-well Lab-Tek chambered coverslips at a density of 50,000 cells per well in 0.3 mL media. Cells grew under normal culture conditions for 24 hours prior to beginning the studies. Cell media were replaced with the Dox–FB–AF750 NP suspensions at 0.2 mg/mL. After incubation for specific time periods (24 hours, 48 hours, 72 hours, and 96 hours), cells were washed three times with DPBS and fixed using 3.7% formaldehyde in PBS. The interaction of NPs with cells was monitored over time with an Evos FL LED-based fluorescence microscope utilizing a Cy7 filter cube (λ_{ex} 710/40 nm, λ_{em} 775/46) for imaging of AF750 fluorescence development. The delivery of Dox-FB to cells was also monitored with fluorescence microscopy utilizing an RFP filter cube (λ_{ex} 531/40, λ_{em} 593/40). Dox-FB–AF750 NPs containing PLGA–PDL copolymer instead of PLGA–PLL were used as control for determining the influence of enzymatic fluorescence development on imaging studies.

Fluorescence quantification was carried out using ImageJ utilizing raw fluorescence images of the AF750 channel only. Images were processed by assigning a fluorescence threshold to differentiate background from cell fluorescence, determining fluorescence density for each cell event, and subtracting background fluorescence. The resulting fluorescence densities were averaged between three independent images for each condition.

**Results**

**Synthesis of PLGA-PLL, PLA-PEG-COOH, and PLA-PEG-OCH_{3} copolymers**

PLGA-PLL and PLGA-PDL copolymers were synthesized by carbodiimide-mediated coupling of acid-terminated PLGA and PLL. Figure 4 shows the 1H-NMR spectra of PLGA-PLL in deuterated DMSO (DMSO-d4). NMR spectra confirmed the presence of PLGA and PLL in the copolymer. Proton peaks for PLL were assigned as previously reported: β, γ, and δ protons at 1.2 ppm (6 hours), ε protons at 2.8 ppm (2 hours), α proton at 4.0–4.5 ppm (1 hour), PLGA proton peaks corresponding to lactide methane quartets and methyl doublets at 5.2 ppm (1 hour) and 1.6 ppm (3 hours), respectively, and glycolide methane protons at 4.8 ppm (2 hours).

Figure 5 shows FTIR spectra of PLGA, PLL, and PLGA-PLL copolymers. The spectrum of PLGA (red curve) shows alkyl C–H stretch peak at 2,950–2,850 cm^{-1}, ester C=O stretch peak at 1,750–1,735 cm^{-1}, and C–O–C stretch peak...
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at 1,250–1,050 cm⁻¹, respectively. The spectrum of PLL (blue curve) shows a broad medium band for primary amines N–H stretch peak at 3,500–3,350 cm⁻¹, characteristic strong amide C=O stretch peak (amide I band) at 1,690–1,630 cm⁻¹, and broad and strong N–H bend (amide II band) peak at 1,510–1,580 cm⁻¹, respectively. Finally, the spectrum of PLGA-PLL (green curve) shows PLL amide I and II bands, as well as alkyl, C=O, and C–O–C stretch peaks, confirming the presence of both blocks in the copolymer.

PLA-PEG copolymers were synthesized via the ring-opening polymerization of lactide initiated by terminal hydroxyl groups of heterofunctional PEG. Polylactide protons at 1.6 (3 H) and 5.2 (1 H) ppm and PEG protons at 3.6 ppm (4 hours) on the NMR spectra confirmed the synthesis of the copolymers, as shown in Figure 6. The MW of PLA-PEG copolymers was calculated by comparing the peak area of PEG protons with that of polylactide peaks. The MW of polymers was determined to be 21,200 Da for PLA-PEG-COOH and 14,066 Da for PLA-PEG-OCH₃ from NMR results.

The structure of PLA-PEG-COOH and PLA-PEG-OCH₃ copolymers was also confirmed by FTIR (Figure 7).
Figure 6 $^1$H nuclear magnetic resonance spectra of PLA-PEG-COOH (A) and PLA-PEG-OCH$_3$ (B). a, b, and c represent the proton positions indicated on the chemical structures.

Abbreviations: PEG, poly(ethylene glycol); PLA, poly(lactic acid); TMS, trimethylsilyl.

Figure 7 FTIR spectra of PLA-PEG-COOH and PLA-PEG-OCH$_3$.

Abbreviations: FTIR, Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy; PEG, poly(ethylene glycol); PLA, poly(lactic acid).
The copolymers presented peaks for C–H bonds of alkyl groups at 2,800–2,950 cm⁻¹ and ether C–O–C stretch at ~1,100 cm⁻¹ associated with the PEG block of PLA-PEG. A characteristic sharp C=O stretch peak at ~1,755 cm⁻¹ of the PLA polyester block and alkyl absorption peaks at 2,950–3,000 cm⁻¹ were also observed. As expected, no significant difference was observed in FTIR spectra of these copolymers, as the terminal carboxylic acid of PLA-PEG-COOH could not be observed from the spectrum as a result of the high MW of the polymer (225 carbonyls from the PLA polyester section vs one carbonyl from the carboxylic acid).

Conjugation of AF750 fluorescent dye to PLGA-PLL copolymers
PLL and PDL moieties of PLGA-PLL and PLGA-PDL were covalently decorated with AF750. Figure 8 shows the visual difference between AF750-labeled and unlabeled PLGA-PLL copolymers after purification. The dark blue of the AF750-PLL-PLGA copolymer provided clear indication of successful conjugation reaction between AF750-NHS ester and polylysine primary amine groups.

Preparation of NPs
Dox was first converted into its FB form to enhance entrapment within the NPs by increasing its hydrophobicity. Figure 9 shows images of the initial cloudy Dox HCl dispersion in methanol–acetone (12.5%:87.5% v:v) mixture and then of the clear solution that results after reaction in the presence of TEA, confirming the conversion of Dox into the more hydrophobic Dox-FB form now fully soluble in the organic cosolvent mixture.

NPs were prepared via nanoprecipitation of a blend of amphiphilic copolymers in an aqueous solution. Figure 10 shows the different types of NP suspensions: blank NPs (no drug, no AF750), Dox-FB NPs (no AF750), and Dox-FB-AF750 NPs.

Figure 11A shows the ultraviolet-visible-NIR absorbance spectrum of Dox-FB-AF750 NP suspension in water. While Dox-FB absorbs and fluoresces at 500 nm and 600 nm, AF750 absorbs and fluoresces at 740 nm and 780 nm, respectively. The spectral separation between Dox-FB and AF750 is sufficient to ensure that there is no optical interference during spectroscopic quantification of the drug or dye or during fluorescence microscopy. Figure 11B shows Dox-FB-AF750 NPs pelleted after centrifugation (left) and the NP suspension in PBS (right), confirming the strong association of both Dox-FB and AF750 with the polymer, yet the ability of the particles to be resuspended easily in aqueous media.

The size and polydispersity-index (the square of the standard deviation divided by the square of the mean particle size) values of the three types of NPs are listed in Table 1. Polydispersity-index values of NPs decreased after purification, providing further evidence that smaller NPs were lost during centrifugation.

To confirm size and morphology of the NPs, AFM, TEM, and SEM were used (Figure 11D–F). Spherical NPs were all smaller than 200 nm, with an average size of 60–80 nm in their dry state. The colloidal stability of the NPs was measured over time at 22°C and 37°C in various dilutions of serum. Figure S1 in summarizes the data. Samples incubated in PBS or in 10%, 20%, or 90% serum at room temperature remained stable, presenting changes (increases or decreases) in diameter <10% over 96 hours (Figure S1A). At 37°C, NPs remained stable in PBS throughout the 96-hour study, as did...
those suspended in all dilutions of serum for the first 48 hours. Samples suspended in 10%, 20%, and 90% serum increased in size >10% of initial size after 72 hours (Figure S1B).

The charge on a colloidal can be ascertained by measuring the particle’s electrokinetic potential ($\zeta$-potential), which is a beneficial measure for understanding and predicting interactions among particles in suspension. The $\zeta$-potential of NPs depends on the end groups of charged polymers, such as PLL (positively charged), PEG-COOH (neutral polymer with negatively charged end group at pH 7.4), the ratio of polymers in NPs, the type of drug encapsulated, and the type of surfactant (BSA, negatively charged) utilized during their preparation and purification. The surface charge of the NPs was found to be between $-6.9$ and $-11.2$ mV. As can be seen in Table 1, there were no significant $\zeta$-potential differences between blank, AF750-labeled, and Dox-loaded NPs.

The smallness of the spherical NPs is expected to allow them to extravasate easily into the leaky vasculature of tumor vessels upon intravenous administration, resulting in passive accumulation into tumors. NP sizes of about 10–200 nm are believed to favor prolonged circulation and passive targeting of carriers, thanks to the enhanced permeability and retention effect.\(^{72,73}\)

The amount of entrapped drug in the NP formulations was determined from the fluorescence intensity of Dox in dissolved NP solutions using fluorescence spectroscopy.

---

**Figure 10** Images of concentrated nanoparticle suspensions: (A) Blank, (B) Dox-FB NP, and (C) Dox-FB-AF750 NPs.

**Abbreviations:** Dox, doxorubicin; FB, free base; NP, nanoparticle; AF, Alexa Fluor.

---

**Figure 11** Nanoparticle (NP) characterization.

**Notes:** (A) Absorbance spectrum of NPs in water. (B) NP pellet and suspension in PBS. (C) Intensity-weighted size distribution of NPs before and after purification. (D) Atomic force microscopy. (E) Transmission electron microscopy. (F) Scanning electron microscopy.
The analysis was carried out in triplicate for each batch of drug-loaded NPs. The target loading of Dox based on feed ratios was 5% (mg Dox/mg NP × 100). We achieved 3%±0.4% (w:w) drug loading.

Drug-loading studies were carried out with Dox HCl (water-soluble form) as well. With this form of the drug, <1% drug loading was achieved. Since Dox HCl is highly soluble in water, the hydrophobic core of NPs could not entrap the drug efficiently, and furthermore Dox HCl was also released very rapidly from the NPs. For this reason, Dox HCl was converted into its water-insoluble FB form.

### Enzymatic activation of NP fluorescence

PLL can be degraded by intracellular proteases, including cathepsins B and L and trypsin. When AF750 molecules are bound to PLL on the surface of the NPs in close proximity to one another, they are able to transfer their energy to one another and self-quench. This quenched fluorescence signal can, however, be recovered after proteolytic degradation of the PLL backbone. The optimal loading ratio that provided the appropriate quenching/dequenching effect and protease accessibility was determined from a series of polymer–dye conjugates with differing amounts of fluorescent molecules (data not shown). From these studies and considering MW, structure, excitation/emission wavelengths, molar absorption, quantum yield, and cost of AF750, an AF750:PLL ratio of 2.5 was selected for preparation of Dox-FB-AF750 NPs.

Trypsin was used as a model protease for activation of NP fluorescence. As shown in Figure 12A, the fluorescence intensity of NP suspensions increased nearly instantaneously 2.6-fold and reached a 32.7-fold increase within 240 minutes of exposure to trypsin in vitro, while only a slight increase (2.9-fold) in fluorescence was observed in the same period in the presence of trypsin and its inhibitor TLCK. As expected, there was no increase in fluorescence in the absence of trypsin. This novel "off/on" switch of fluorescence enhancement demonstrates the capabilities of our NPs to function as enzymatically triggered contrast agents ultimately triggered by tumor-overexpressed enzymes. For comparison, the fluorescence signal of AF750-labeled uncleavable PDL NPs did not increase significantly (2.2-fold vs >30-fold) upon interaction with trypsin (Figure 12B), confirming that proteolysis is required to activate the quenched fluorescence signal.

### In vitro drug-release study

Dox HCl solutions were used as controls in the release studies to confirm the lack of diffusion barrier imposed by the dialysis membrane onto this low-MW drug. The cumulative diffusion of Dox HCl and cumulative in vitro release of Dox-FB from NPs at pH 7.4 is shown in Figure 13. Fast diffusion of Dox HCl across the dialysis membrane was observed, as expected, releasing 99.3±0.2% of drug in the first 18 hours.

Dox-FB release from the NPs occurred in a controlled manner. An initial fast release in the first day associated with drug adsorbed or entrapped near the surface of the NPs was followed by a slow release rate over the rest of the release period. In fact, the cumulative percentage of Dox-FB released from NPs at pH 7.4 was 20.6% within 24 hours and 61% within 30 days. The remaining drug would have continued to release at a slow rate until polymer degradation was such that there was no longer a diffusion barrier for drug dissolution. Figure S2 shows the concentration of Dox-FB measured at each time point. As shown, therapeutically active micromolar concentrations were readily obtained during the release study.

We used a simple power-law expression (Equation 2), originally proposed by Peppas et al., to determine the release kinetics of Dox-FB from the NPs utilizing our in vitro drug-release data:

\[
\frac{M_t}{M_\infty} = k t^n
\]

where \(M_t/M_\infty\) is the fraction of drug release, \(k\) a constant, \(t\) the release time, and \(n\) the diffusional exponent that provides information about the mechanism associated with drug release from the particles. For spherical particles, \(n<0.43\) represents quasi-Fickian diffusion, \(n=0.43\) purely Fickian diffusion, \(n<0.43\rightarrow<0.85\) anomalous (non-Fickian) transport, \(n=0.85\) represents case II transport, and \(n=1\) zero-order release. Equation 2 was used to analyze the first 60% of the drug release of the total released in 30 days. We determined a diffusional exponent of \(n=0.5\) (Figure S3), which indicates a non-Fickian diffusion behavior for drug release and suggests that the process was likely influenced not
only by diffusion but also by drug dissolution and polymer relaxation.

**Determination of NP cytocompatibility**

The cytocompatibility of the blank NPs (no Dox, no AF750) was determined with MDA-MB-231 cancer cells using the CellTiter-Glo luminescence assay. Cell-free wells with serum-free medium were used as negative control, in accordance with previous reports. Figure 14 shows the viability of cells exposed to blank NPs for 72 hours. The presence of the NPs did not affect cell viability, except at very high concentrations (2 mg/mL), where viability decreased to ~80% upon 72 hours of continuous exposure. Similar studies were conducted with an MTT assay in a narrower range of concentrations.
concentration range (1–7.8 mg/mL), revealing similar results (data not shown).

In addition to quantitative measures of cell viability, cells were monitored via microscopy during the studies, and no visual differences in cell morphology or growth were observed between NP-treated cells compared to cells in the positive viability control set (data not shown). Taken together, these studies overall suggest that the blank NPs are biocompatible.

Determination of NP-induced growth inhibition

In vitro growth inhibition induced by Dox-loaded NPs (no AF750) was evaluated with the CellTiter-Glo luminescence assay in MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells. Figure 15 shows the viability of cells exposed to Dox-FB, Dox HCl, and Dox-FB NPs at drug concentrations of 0–100 µM. Lower cell viability represents a higher level of growth inhibition and thereby cytotoxic, cytostatic, and/or antiadhesive effects.\(^8\)

\(\text{GI}_{50}\) of Dox-FB NPs and Dox-FB was estimated at 33 and 8 µM, respectively, from the nonlinear regression curve of the data presented in Figure 15. Overall, cells treated with low concentrations of Dox-FB NPs showed low growth inhibition. This was confirmed through visual observation of the samples. The reason for this is most likely the fact that Dox released slowly to cells from NPs, thereby exposing the cells to very low effective concentrations within the 72-hour exposure. However, significant growth inhibition was seen.
growth was not inhibited in fact, the GI concentrations of Dox HCl is highly soluble and readily able to enter cells, Dox-FB could not be utilized in vivo directly. Finally, while included in the regression analysis. Because of precipitation, rimetric MTT assays. For this reason, this data point was not utilized, as the effect was much more pronounced with colo.

This is in fact the reason that the luminescent assay was scattering, and background that leads to erroneous readings. To confirm that NIR-fluorescence development was in fact caused by cell activation of AF750 fluorescence and not simply a result of differences in AF750 and Dox diffusion into the cells, studies were then conducted with NPs prepared with uncleavable PLGA-PDL. As shown in Figure 17, NPs containing inert PDL polypeptide showed very low and constant AF750 fluorescence during the 4-day study. These data agree with the enzymatic activation study of PDL-NPs, related proteins, leading to better cell-growth inhibition than Dox HCl. Enhanced therapeutic efficacy by several other Dox-nanomedicine formulations has been attributed to the delivery of high concentrations of drugs intracellularly to the cytoplasm or endosomal compartments, which avoids recognition and excretion of the drugs by transmembrane-efflux pumps.32–34

Finally, due to the long-release capabilities of the formulation, it is expected that cancer-cell viability could be further decreased with longer exposure, not feasible with an in vitro assay. In addition, in vivo use of the NPs is expected to increase their localization at the tumors by passive targeting via the enhanced permeability and retention effect, thereby providing a further mechanism for specificity and long-term localized treatment.

Microscopy study of NP interaction with cells
Fluorescence microscopy was used to investigate the ability of the NPs to mediate NIR fluorescence and Dox delivery to MDA-MB-231 cells. As shown in Figure 16, an increase in AF750-fluorescence intensity was observed throughout the 4-day study, suggesting that the fluorescence was in fact being activated by the cells. On the other hand, the fluorescence intensity of Dox did not change significantly over time. These results suggest that the NPs were already internalized in the cells by day 1 and that the NIR fluorescence of AF750 was “developed” by cell proteases. Decreased cell density was observed over time, due to the growth inhibition induced by Dox.

To confirm that NIR-fluorescence development was in fact caused by cell activation of AF750 fluorescence and not simply a result of differences in AF750 and Dox diffusion into the cells, studies were then conducted with NPs prepared with uncleavable PLGA-PDL. As shown in Figure 17, NPs containing inert PDL polypeptide showed very low and constant AF750 fluorescence during the 4-day study. These data agree with the enzymatic activation study of PDL-NPs,

With Dox-FB NPs at a drug concentration of 100 µM, cell viability was reduced significantly more than that of cells treated with Dox HCl. While the reason for the enhancement in growth inhibition by Dox-FB NPs at high concentrations relative to that of Dox HCl is not completely understood, it is possible that the NPs were better able to solubilize and deliver the drug intracellularly at high levels compared to the unencapsulated drug. It is also possible that the NPs enabled avoidance of drug efflux by transmembrane transporters, such as the P-glycoprotein and other multidrug-resistance-related proteins, leading to better cell-growth inhibition than Dox HCl.

**Figure 15** Viability of MDA-MB-231 cells after exposure to Dox-FB NPs, Dox-FB solutions, and Dox HCl for 72 hours determined with CellTiter-Glo luminescence assay.

**Notes:** Cells cultured in complete media without NPs represented the positive control (0) for Dox HCl and Dox-FB NPs. Cells cultured in complete media without NPs with 1% DMSO represented the positive control (0) for Dox-FB solutions, as 1% DMSO was the vehicle used to solubilize the drug. Known interference from severe drug precipitation causing optical interference. Bars represent SD between replicates (n=6).

**Abbreviations:** DMSO, dimethyl sulfoxide; Dox, doxorubicin; FB, free base; HCl, hydrochloride; NPs, nanoparticles.

with Dox-FB NPs at concentrations >1 µM. It should be noted that no precipitation of NPs or Dox-FB delivered from Dox-FB NPs was observed at any of the concentrations tested in this study, demonstrating that the NPs are readily able to “solubilize” the hydrophobic Dox-FB in aqueous media. On the other hand, Dox-FB solutions readily precipitated during the study, despite being added to DMSO as a vehicle. In fact, the viability of cells treated with Dox-FB in solution (not NPs) at 100 µM appears higher than that of cells exposed to 10 µM Dox-FB as a result of Dox-FB precipitation, which stains the well (Figure S4), causing optical interference, light scattering, and background that leads to erroneous readings. This is in fact the reason that the luminescent assay was utilized, as the effect was much more pronounced with colorimetric MTT assays. For this reason, this data point was not included in the regression analysis. Because of precipitation, Dox-FB could not be utilized in vivo directly. Finally, while Dox HCl is highly soluble and readily able to enter cells, concentrations >1 µM did not further inhibit cell growth. In fact, the GI₅₀ of Dox HCl could not be determined, as cell growth was not inhibited <58%.

- **Figure 15** Viability of MDA-MB-231 cells after exposure to Dox-FB NPs, Dox-FB solutions, and Dox HCl for 72 hours determined with CellTiter-Glo luminescence assay.

**Notes:** Cells cultured in complete media without NPs represented the positive control (0) for Dox HCl and Dox-FB NPs. Cells cultured in complete media without NPs with 1% DMSO represented the positive control (0) for Dox-FB solutions, as 1% DMSO was the vehicle used to solubilize the drug. Known interference from severe drug precipitation causing optical interference. Bars represent SD between replicates (n=6).

**Abbreviations:** DMSO, dimethyl sulfoxide; Dox, doxorubicin; FB, free base; HCl, hydrochloride; NPs, nanoparticles.
in which we observed very low fluorescence. As in the study with PLGA-PLL NPs, steady fluorescence intensity of Dox was observed over time and cell density decreased during the study.

Quantification of AF750-fluorescence development with incubation time for both PLGA-PLL and PLGA-PDL NPs is provided in Figure S5. A statistically significant increase in fluorescence relative to the 24-hour time point of the PLGA-PLL and PLGA-PDL NPs was observed over time for PLGA-PLL NPs. The increase was lower than that observed in NP suspensions exposed to trypsin, since protease levels in the cells were lower than those used in our experiments.

To confirm that cell viability was maintained during the study in the absence of Dox, a no-treatment control was included. Bright-field images of these cells are shown in Figure S6. No changes in cell morphology or growth were observed, and confluence was reached at 72–96 hours, as expected, in the absence of Dox-FB-AF750 NPs. Cell-media color was monitored for changes in pH, and no changes were observed during the study.

**Discussion**

Early detection of and determination of suitable treatments of cancer are critical to improve patient outcomes. Novel nanoscale drug-delivery and imaging systems improve the pharmacological behavior of chemotherapeutic drugs, enable the visualization of target tissue, and provide the ability to evaluate and adjust treatment protocols over time. Theranostic nanomedicines have significant potential as tools for personalized medicine. In this work, biodegradable polymeric NPs were developed and evaluated for imaging and treatment of breast cancer (Figure S7). These NPs have a core–shell architecture. The hydrophobic core, made of PLGA and PLA polyesters, acts as a suitable compartment for encapsulation of the chemotherapeutic drug Dox. The hydrophilic shell contains PEG and the protease-cleavable
The encapsulation of Dox-FB in the core of NPs was efficient and reproducible. While nanoencapsulation of Dox HCl is well established, fewer formulations of Dox-FB have been reported in the literature. This less water-soluble form of the drug enables long-term drug release. Missirlis et al reported the preparation of Dox-FB-loaded NPs composed of PEG and poloxamer 407 by inverse emulsion photopolymerization.\textsuperscript{85} After an initial burst release accounting for approximately 10% of the encapsulated drug, approximately 50% of the drug released at a slower rate over a week.\textsuperscript{85} Kataoka et al prepared Dox-FB-loaded micelles composed of a PEG–poly(β-benzyl-L-aspartate) block copolymer by an oil:water emulsion method.\textsuperscript{86} The release profile from these micelles was characterized by a rapid release in the initial stage (first 10 hours), followed by a slow and sustained release over a prolonged period (phase II, up to 80 hours).\textsuperscript{87} The drug-release kinetic studies of Missirlis and Kataoka support the results of the present study, in which the drug was observed to release approximately 20.6% of the drug in the first day, followed by a slow release rate over a month. The slow release kinetics of hydrophobic Dox-FB base may provide an advantage in vivo. If NPs are targeted to specific types of cells, they will have enough time to reach the targeted site and release drug into cells with minimal aspecific release in the circulation.

The imaging agent AF750 was covalently conjugated to protease-cleavable PLL to provide a mechanism for fluorescence activation. This mechanism is based on Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) between donor and acceptor chromophores. FRET is a dynamic energy-transfer
(and quenching in this case) mechanism in which energy transfers while the donor is in the excited state. FRET depends strongly on donor–acceptor distance. The efficiency of FRET is inversely proportional to the sixth power of the distance between donor and acceptor. FRET can typically occur over distances of up to 1–10 nm. Proteases overexpressed in tumors, including trypsin and cathepsins, can activate fluorescence by cleaving PLL into small fluorescently labeled peptide fragments that can diffuse away from NPs, thereby increasing the distance between chromophores and inhibiting FRET. Increased fluorescence of almost 33-fold for NP suspensions exposed to trypsin was observed over time in the in vitro studies. The inactive form of polylysine d-enantiomer was used as a control. Only l-amino acids are produced in cells and incorporated into proteins. d-Isomers of amino acids are of a biologically inert nature. As expected, NPs prepared with AF750-labeled PDL did not show significant fluorescence development.

In our previous work demonstrating enzymatically active nanoprobes, fluorescent agents were conjugated to PLL present on the surface of NPs after their preparation by nanoprecipitation of polymer blends into BSA solutions. BSA was used as surfactant and stabilizer for NP preparation. BSA is a serum protein that consists of 60 lysines; consequently, covalent attachment of fluorophores to PLL after NP preparation carries the risk of resulting in labeling of BSA adsorbed onto the surface of the NPs. In the current work, AF750 was conjugated with PLGA-PLL copolymer and purified prior to NP preparation. The modified NP-labeling method prevents AF750 from binding to BSA, and thereby provides better control of NP function.

A luminescence-based viability assay was used for determination of cell viability upon exposure to NPs. This assay enables determination of cell viability culture indirectly by detection of ATP, which signals the presence of metabolically active cells with a luciferase-catalyzed bioluminescence reaction. The luminescence assay was specifically utilized, as opposed to more common MTT assays, to minimize interference from the chromophores present in the NPs. The absorbance of MTT reagent ($\lambda_{\text{Abs}}$ 550 nm peak in DMSO) and Dox ($\lambda_{\text{Abs}}$ 450–570 nm) overlap significantly. Consequently, Dox-FB within the cells or precipitated onto the well surfaces can result in artificially high viability values with the MTT assay for samples tested with high drug concentrations. The luminescence assay minimizes this interference. With this assay, high viability was observed in cells exposed to blank NPs, even at very high concentrations. These data confirm that blank NPs (in the absence of Dox and AF750) are biocompatible. Dox-FB-NPs, on the other hand, showed dose-dependent decreases in cell viability, as expected, especially in the range of $10–100 \mu M$. Ultimately, the potential of these NPs to enhance the therapeutic effect of the drug should be evaluated in vivo, where nanoencapsulation is expected to provide improved tumor accumulation and long-term drug release.

Microscopy studies showed an increase in NIR AF750-fluorescence intensity over time that was associated with enzymatic activation of the PLL-AF750 conjugates, as confirmed with uncleavable PDL controls. A significant change was not observed on Dox-fluorescence intensity, suggesting that NPs were taken into the cells rapidly, after which the drug was able to release and AF750 fluorescence be developed inside the cells. Therefore, the multifunctional theranostic NPs allowed imaging of the cancer cells by NIR-fluorescence imaging and at the same time delivery of anticancer drug. We anticipate that theranostic NPs may be utilized in a distinct way to develop combined diagnosis and therapy for cancer treatment.

Theranostic nanomedicines hold significant promise in cancer management. Alternative polymeric nanomedicines with theranostic properties have been reported in the literature. For example, multifunctional micelles of poly(caprolactone)-b-PEG were prepared for single-photon-emission computed tomography and NMR-imaging with the NIR-fluorescence imaging by inclusion of $^{188}$Re and the fluorescent dye IR780, respectively. These micelles also served as agents for photothermal therapy by virtue of the NIR-absorbing dye. PEG-coated phospholipid micelles loaded with paclitaxel and hydrophobic superparamagnetic iron oxide NPs were recently demonstrated to be effective magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) agents and drug-delivery systems, both in vitro and in vivo. Blends of poly(hydroxyethyl methacrylate-co-histidine)-g-PLA and PLA-PEG loaded with Dox and labeled with Cy5.5 have been used for dual chemotherapy and imaging. Similarly, theranostic NPs have been prepared from a hydroxypropyl methyl acrylamide polymer covalently functionalized with Cy5.5 and gadolinium for optical imaging and MRI, respectively.

In this system, paclitaxel was covalently attached to the polymer through a peptide linker that enabled enzymatic drug release. Paclitaxel-loaded theranostic micelles have also been similarly prepared from triblock PLA-PEG-PLL copolymers that were decorated with dihydroxyethylenetriamine pentacetic acid for chelation of gadolinium. These micelles were used for MRI and drug delivery to hepatocellular carcinoma. The same group also prepared theranostic NPs that contained a pH-sensitive poly(l-histidine)-PEG–biotin copolymer for pH-controlled release of sorafenib. Nanocapsules of triblock...
copolymers of PEG-PLGA-PLL have also been used as carriers for adriamycin and siRNA. \(^9\) Encapsulation of Cy5 within these nanocapsules enabled monitoring of hepatic carcinoma targeting. Fluorescent NPs have also been prepared by functionalizing poly(hydroxyethyl)aspartamide with rhodamine, PLA, and a PEG–galactose conjugate. \(^97\) These NPs enabled in vitro imaging of hepatocellular carcinoma cells. Finally, Cy5.5-labeled theranostic self-assembled supramolecular NPs stabilized by PEGylated phospholipids and including two chemotherapeutic agents in the form of prodrugs have been demonstrated to be effective imaging and therapeutic agents in a colorectal carcinoma mouse model. \(^13\)

All these systems demonstrate the potential of theranostic nanomedicines. Our system, however, provides the means for imaging contrast to be activated at the tumor site, which is expected to provide significant increase in tumor signal:background ratio. Because of this, we believe that our system has significant potential in the field of cancer theranostics.

**Conclusion**

This work describes the preparation of biodegradable and biocompatible polymeric NPs as theranostic agents for cancer. NPs were prepared by nanoprecipitation blends of PLGA-PLL and two types of PLA-PEG block copolymers. This led to the formation of spherical core–shell NPs <100 nm in size. In vitro studies demonstrated the ability of the NPs to deliver Dox-FB over an extended period, as well as fluorescence activation upon NP interaction with proteolytic enzymes. Cell studies demonstrated the cytocompatibility of the NPs and their theranostic properties as contrast agents for fluorescence imaging and anticancer agents. Future work will investigate the behavior of these NPs in vivo and investigate the effect of targeting agents on NP selectivity toward cancer cells.
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Supplementary materials

Figure S1 Colloidal stability of NPs over time in PBS and various dilutions of serum at (A) 22°C and (B) 37°C measured by dynamic light scattering.

Note: Data presented as ratio of NP size relative to that at time 0 (D_t/D_0).

Abbreviation: NPs, nanoparticles.

Figure S2 Concentration of Dox-FB measured at each time point during the release study.

Note: Error bars represent SD between replicates (n=4).

Abbreviations: Dox, doxorubicin; FB, free base.
Figure S5  Quantification of AF750 fluorescence development as a function of incubation time with MDA-MB-231 cells for both PLGA-PLL and PLGA-PDL NPs.

Notes: Each data point (black) represents average fractional release for four independent replicates, while error bars represent SD between samples. The power trend (red) and associated equation provide the value of n=0.5 (R²=0.98).

Abbreviations: AF, Alexa Fluor; NPs, nanoparticles; PDL, poly-d-lysine; PLA, poly(lactic acid); PLGA, poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid); PLL, poly-l-lysine.

Figure S3  Fit of Dox-FB-release data to power-law equation for the first 60% of total drug release (first 5 days of release).
Notes: Each data point (black) represents average fractional release for four independent replicates, while error bars represent SD between samples. The power trend (red) and associated equation provide the value of n=0.5 (R²=0.98).

Abbreviations: Dox, doxorubicin; FB, free base.

Figure S4  Appearance of 96-well plate after cells had been incubated with Dox-FB solution for 72 hours and washed with DPBS.
Abbreviations: Dox, doxorubicin; FB, free base.
Figure S6 Bright-field images of cells seeded in eight-well Lab-Tek chambered coverslips at 50,000 cells/well in 0.3 mL medium at 24-hour time points before study start.

Notes: Two representative images are shown per time point. Medium was replaced 24 hours after seeding (denoted “0 hour”) with fresh full medium, but not replaced after this for the duration of the study. Cell morphology and growth and medium color were monitored. Scale bars set at 200 µm.
Figure S7 Polymeric nanoparticles that enable delivery of doxorubicin and enzymatically activatable near infrared fluorescence were demonstrated as effective theranostic agents for cancer imaging and therapy.